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Wilmer, TX, April
26, 2019, Join Local Author,
Technologist Ernest G . Hale at the One Generation Event
Center from 2pm- 5pm inside of the Praise Fellowship
Church Building . E.G. will personally singing his rerelease of “ Do I Stay or Do I Go ” book . The event will
be providing a small talk about relationships. Participants
will have the opportunity to participate in a Q&A session
in regards to any relationships questions. Due to great
response, we are asking all Q&A participants to register
upon arrival at the information desk. So the venue can
accommodate every one. Refreshments will be serve
afterwards to all participants.

Do I Stay or Do I Go/ Photographer Terry
WIlliams

“Relationships are the center of our daily lives. I written
this book to help people practice small but practice things
to experience the best relationships.” - E.G. Hale

This book is a compilation of instructions on how to
maintain healthy relationships to those you are in a relationship with. E.G. Hale address familial,
relational, friendships, and work place relationships. Ernest have travel the city and plans to travel
the country in 2019 with the Do I stay or do I go book tour. Within the chapters of the book you
will find advice to help improve any type of relationship you are in. E.G. Hale has been feature in
conference such as the “Men’s Conferences”, “The Builder Conference” a host of talk shows such
as “Indy Nation” “Morning Time’s with Cris” a online morning radio show streamed on Facebook
Wednesday’s at 9 A.M. Mr. Hale is no stranger to the public. E.G. Hale serves at The Senior
Pastor at One Generation Church of Wilmer, TX, where he weekly provides counseling,
inspiration and hope to induvial in need.

Tamika Bledso a verified amazon customer wrote: “This was an amazing book!! I've learned some
things about myself and some helpful things that I am dealing with within my marriage. I made
sure I highlighted helpful tips that would also be of help in any kind of way. So glad that I
purchased this book, I began reading I couldn't put it down because it felt as if the author knew
everything about my marriage. From start to finish this book was really on point.” Meet E.G.
Hale at the One Generation Event Center you can also visit her website to order you new copy
of “ Do I Stay or Do I Go” You can also visit Amazon and type “E.G.Hale” do order your digital
copy and have it delivered to your device. E.G. can be followed on @1eghale Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and LinkedIn. You can also visit his website https://eghale.org E.G. looks forward to
meeting you this April.
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